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Abstract 
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Abstract 
Human motions such as walking or waving a hand can be performed in many different styles. 

The way the perceived styles are interpreted can vary depending on the context of the motions. 
The styles can be described as emotional states such as aggressiveness or sadness, or as 
physical attributes such as being tense or slow. This thesis studies synthesis of expressive 
styles and real-time interaction between autonomous characters in order to enable controllable 
performance synthesis. 

Presented research relies on motion capture as it enables reproduction of realistic human 
motion in off-line animations, and recording expressive performances with talented actors. 
The captured motions can then be used as inputs for several motion synthesis methods that 
enable real-time animations with actions that can adapt to changing surroundings. 

While the main field of this thesis is computer animation, building an understanding of 
motion style is also related to fields of perception, psychology and semantics. Furthermore, to 
recognize and to enable control of created styles, methodology from the field of pattern 
recognition has been used. 

In practice, the research includes implementations and evaluations of proof-of-concept 
systems, and questionnaires where varying motion styles have been rated and described. Both 
quantitative analysis of answers of the questionnaires, and visualizations of the data have been 
made to form a qualitative understanding of motion style. 

In the context of single character motion, the main result is in enabling accurate verbal 
control of motion styles. This was found to be possible when the styles are modeled as 
continuous attributes that are allowed to vary independently, and when individual styles are 
numerically defined through comparisons between motions. In the context of expressive 
interaction between characters, the research builds on the observation that motions can be 
interpreted as expressive behaviors when portrayed as reactions to an action. The main 
contribution here is a new method for authoring expressive interaction through recorded 
actions and reactions. 

The results of the dissertation are useful for development of virtual characters as many 
existing systems do not take full advantage of bodily motions as an expressive medium. More 
specifically, the presented methods enable creating characters that can interact fluidly while  
still allowing the expressiveness to be controlled. 
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Tiivistelmä 
Ihmisen liikkeitä kuten kävelyä tai käden heilutusta voi esittää monella tyylillä, joiden 

tulkinta voi vaihdella riippuen siitä millaisessa tilanteessa liikkeet esitetään. Liikkeiden tyylit 
voidaan tulkita tunnetiloina, kuten aggressiivisuutena tai surullisuutena, tai fyysisinä 
ominaisuuksina, kuten jäykkyytenä tai hitautena. Tässä väitöksessä on tutkittu liikkeiden 
tuottamista ja reaaliaikaista vuorovaikutusta autonomisten hahmojen välillä, jotta voidaan 
luoda ilmeikkäitä kehollisia esityksiä. 

Esitetty tutkimus hyödyntää liikkeenkaappausta, koska se mahdollistaa todenmukaisten 
liikkeiden toistamisen animaatioelokuvissa, ja ilmeikkäiden esitysten tallentamisen. 
Kaapattuja liikkeitä voidaan käyttää lähtömateriaalina liikesynteesimetodeille, jotka 
mahdollistavat reaaliaikaisen animaation ja liikkeiden mukautumisen muuttuvaan 
ympäristöön. 

Väitöksen päätutkimusala on tietokoneanimaatio, mutta tyylien ymmärtämiseksi on käytetty 
menetelmiä myös havaintotutkimuksen, psykologian ja semantiikan aloilta. Tyylien 
tunnistamiseksi ja säädeltävyyden mahdollistamiseksi käytössä on myös menetelmiä, jotka 
liittyvät hahmontunnistukseen. 

Käytännössä tutkimus sisältää esimerkkijärjestelmien toteuttamista ja arviointia. Lisäksi 
on tehty kyselyitä, joissa osallistujat ovat arvioineet tyylejä ja kuvailleet niitä omin sanoin. 
Kyselyiden vastauksia on analysoitu määrällisesti, ja dataa on visualisoitu laadullisen kuvan 
luomiseksi tyyleistä. 

Yksittäisen hahmon tapauksessa päätulos on, että on mahdollista säätää tyylejä kielellisten 
kuvausten perusteella, kun eri tyylejä käsitellään jatkuvina ominaisuuksina, joiden annetaan 
vaihdella toisistaan riippumattomasti, ja kun yksittäiset tyylit määritellään numeerisesti 
liikkeiden vertailuihin pohjautuen. Hahmojen vuorovaikutuksen tapauksessa liike voidaan 
tulkita ilmeikkääksi, jos se esitetään vastauksena tiettyyn toimintaan. Päätulos tässä 
yhteydessä on uusi menetelmä luoda ilmeikästä vuorovaikutusta näyteltyjen liikkeiden ja 
niiden herättämien reaktioiden pohjalta. 

Väitöksen tuloksia voidaan käyttää hyväksi kehitettäessä animaatiohahmoja 
ilmaisuvoimaisemmiksi kehollisten tyylien avulla, mihin useat olemassa olevat järjestelmät 
eivät anna tukea. Esitetyillä menetelmillä voi tuottaa hahmoja, jotka voivat olla sujuvassa 
vuorovaikutuksessa samalla kun niiden ilmeikkyyttä säädellään. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation and scope

This thesis studies style of human motion in animations. Possible applica-

tions of expressive styles include entertainment uses such as video games

[54], and educational systems [26] that can, for example, teach how to

cope in situations where other people show strong emotions. The motiva-

tion behind the research is that while motion style allows displaying many

expressive variations of actions (see Fig. 1.1 for examples), it is not always

used to its full potential in real-time and interactive animations. Practi-

cal limitations on taking advantage of motion style have been recently

lowered as high quality motion capture has become more available and

cheaper [54]. Even consumer level sensors can capture full body motions

[102]. The research in this dissertation suggests that the main difficulty

related to motion styles is not in synthesis of style variations, but in accu-

rately defining individual styles. The main contributions of this thesis are

methods for defining and controlling synthesized style seen from a single

character and emerging from interaction between characters.

Motion styles are considered as tools for displaying hidden attributes

ranging from predetermined physical and emotional states of an animated

character to fluctuating attitudes and feelings towards other virtual char-

acters or real humans. The styles are studied in the context of real-time

animation in which it is not possible to use a lot of time on synthesizing

motions or on evaluating appearance of motions.

It can be asked, why motion style should be used as a medium for relay-

ing emotions and attitudes when other modalities such as facial expres-

sions, symbolic gestures and speech could produce the same impressions.

In practice, the most expressive results will likely come from combined

9



Introduction

use of all modalities. Combination of modalities is important as all of

them are not perceivable all the time. For example, a character could

spend long durations without saying anything. Motion style is advanta-

geous in this respect as style is present always when an action is per-

formed. Also, consistency between the modalities can be important for

example when emotions need to be communicated unambiguously [6, 16].

Therefore, some attention to motion style can be useful even when it is

not the main modality of expression.

Figure 1.1. Examples of motion styles showing the end pose of the walk, trajectories of
head, hands and feet, and instantaneous velocities as thickness of the trajec-
tories. Motion A is an acted regular walk, B and C have changes in the shape
of the motion trajectories, D and E have changes in overall posture, and F
and G have different velocities and traveled distances.

This dissertation presents developments of methods that allow taking

advantage of motion capture, performance capture, and motion synthe-

sis to enable synthesis of performances controlled in the same way as one

could instruct a human actor. Here, motion capture is referred as the tech-

nical means of recording motion. Performance capture means recording

motions performed by talented actors, and enables for example animat-

ing expressive characters in movies. Example-based motion synthesis in

turn extends motion capture towards flexible reuse of motions in new sur-

roundings or as new variations. Performance synthesis aims to combine

10



Introduction

all the three aspects as illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. Dependencies between techniques related to motion styles. The arrows indi-
cate that the target requires and extends the source.

The main field of the research is computer animation, but methodology

related to the fields of pattern recognition, semantics, perception, and psy-

chology have been applied as elaborated in Table 1.1. Methods have been

included when they support the goal of producing expressive behaviors.

Exclusions to keep the scope of the research manageable are explained

in Chapter 2 under the sections concerning the respective fields. The in-

cluded methods related to control of motion style aim to allow control of

semantically meaningful styles. In the case of single character motion,

this is realized with verbal commands.

Table 1.1. Scope of the research

Pattern recognition Computer animation
Semantics /

Perception / Psychology

C
or

e
to

pi
cs • Style of animated human motion

• Relative definitions for motion styles

• Semantic control of motion style

In
cl

ud
ed

to
pi

cs • Feature extraction

from human motion

• Automatic

recognition

of motion styles

• Motion capture based

synthesis methods

• Real-time motion

synthesis

• Interaction in

animations

• Numerical

representation of

human motion

• Perceived emotional

content of motions

• Verbal description of

actions (verbs)

• Verbal description of

motion style (adverbs)

E
xc

lu
de

d
to

pi
cs

• Action recognition

• Manual key-frame

editing

• Physics-based

animation

• Combining motion

with other modalities

• Symbolic gestures

with culturally

varying meanings

• Emotions felt by

a performer of a motion

11



Introduction

1.2 Research objectives, questions and methods

This dissertation is driven by two research objectives: Enabling verbal

control of motion styles of a single character, and authoring of expressive

behaviors that emerge from interactions between characters. To satisfy

these objectives, answers were needed for the questions: 1. How people

perceive and describe animated motion styles? 2. How the human motion

styles can be modeled numerically in a compact and generalizable way?

The posed research questions are of exploratory nature, and this is re-

flected in the scientific methods applied in the research. To find out what

kind of a phenomenon perceived motion style is, an analysis by synthesis

approach has been adopted. In practice, questionnaires containing ani-

mations of acted and synthetic motions have been made, and people have

been asked to rate (Publication I) or to describe (Publication IV) the styles

they perceive. The answers of the questionnaires have then been analyzed

with help of data visualizations to reach a qualitative understanding of

perceived motion styles. Also, people interacting with a virtual charac-

ter displaying varying behaviors have been interviewed (Publication II).

Findings from these publications support the view that motion style is

a multidimensional phenomenon, and that several styles may be simul-

taneously perceived. Also, the results imply that defining motion styles

through comparisons of motions could be more precise than describing

individual motions.

Numerical modeling of styles is present in all the publications. Its role

is especially large in the Publications III and V as the practical implemen-

tations that allow control of styles depend on the numerical models.

Ways to fulfill the objectives have been demonstrated with two proof-

of-concept systems. In the context of single character motion, accurate

verbal control of motion style is made possible by considering styles as

continuous attributes that are allowed to vary independently, and defin-

ing individual styles numerically through comparisons between motions

(Publication V). A quantitative validation of accuracy of controlling a mo-

tion style is also presented as relying only on example cases was not con-

sidered sufficient. In the context of expressive interaction between char-

acters, control is enabled by representing behaviors with recorded action

and reaction pairs, and letting an expert select what are the most relevant

features in the examples (Publication III).

12
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1.3 Structure of the thesis

The next chapter presents applications of motion style and ways the term

is used in the related fields of research. The third and fourth chapters

present the research done for this dissertation from the points of view of

style in motion of a single character (Publications I, IV and V) and style in

interaction between characters (Publications II and III), respectively. The

interactive case can be seen as a direct extension of the single character

case, and this is the reason for the order of the chapters. However, the

research started with the interactive case, which raised questions to be

studied with the single characters. In practise, this means that part of

the lessons learned from the single character case do not appear in the

presented interaction framework as discussed in more detail in Section

4.4.

In the text, the general approaches and main results of the publications

are elaborated, and the impact of the results is discussed. Details such

as exact formulas used in practical implementations can be read from

the individual publications. Finally, overall conclusions, suggestions for

design of expressive virtual characters, and possible future directions for

research are presented.

13
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2. Motion style in related fields of
research

2.1 Virtual characters and expressive behavior

A major application area for recorded human motion is in animation of

human-like virtual characters similar to the one in Figure 2.1. Moving

virtual characters can appear for example in games and animated films

[54], they can be museum guides [90], simulated persons when planning

physical cooperation [18], a part of a large crowd [70], ballroom dance

teachers [36], virtual actors visualizing a script [85], pedagogical agents

simulating a real-life situation [26], virtual dancers responding interac-

tively to music [86], and conversation partners in an interview situation

[37]. Synthesized human motion is a useful expressive modality in all

these cases, but the requirements set by the cases can be very different. A

pedagogical agent might have to express many negative emotions to make

a training scenario believable, while a ballroom dance teacher could ben-

efit from infinite patience even when a student is troubled. For a virtual

dancer the motion might be the main modality of expression, but bodily

motions could be used only for supporting spoken communication in case

of a conversational agent.

Figure 2.1. Properties of virtual characters

15



Motion style in related fields of research

To participate in expressive interaction, a virtual character must be able

to behave expressively, recognize behaviors, and be able to decide how to

react to perceived behaviors. Early systems allowed characters to decide

actions based on internal variables such as courage, hunger, intelligence

and charisma [9, 71]. Simplifications in the systems included directly

reading internal attributes of other characters instead of observing them

from appearance of the characters. Also, the reactions tended to be mostly

discretely scripted actions. The assumption of a small selection of allowed

commands when planning behaviors is also built into more recent control

schemes of virtual characters such as the Behavior Markup Language

(BML) [95]. It has been proposed that allowing use of natural language

should help authoring behaviors of virtual characters [71]. This view has

been supported by a comparison of natural language and markup lan-

guages in the context of describing behaviors of characters in play scripts

[85].

Bodily actions can be fluid, thus allowing continuous interaction that

cannot be realized well by systems designed for turn-based dialog [105].

It has also been observed that if reactions of a virtual character are well

synchronized with actions of a human, the virtual character is perceived

more pleasant [37]. In practice, a fluid model of interaction has been cre-

ated with a probabilistic method that uses pairs of recorded actions and

reactions to learn how to react to human movements [39].

Continuous interaction with bodily motions can be seen as a form of

enaction which means participatory sense-making where two interaction

entities affect each others’ efforts to understand their surroundings and

each other [17]. The paradigm of enaction has been used in the context

of interactive movies [87] and facial expressions of virtual characters [42]

to turn users and observers into participants and co-authors of the con-

tent. In these contexts, the aim is to allow emergence of meaning from

the interaction that would not exist if the same actions would take place

separately.

In this dissertation, real-time interaction with a virtual character is an

important theme. This shows also in the context of styles perceived from

a single character as the used methods are primarily restricted to those

that could be applied in real-time animation.

16



Motion style in related fields of research

2.2 Affects and emotions

Style of bodily motions can communicate many emotions. In psychological

research, several sets of basic emotions have been proposed that differ de-

pending whether they are based on facial expression, bodily involvement,

readiness to perform actions, or by being hardwired in the human brain

[64]. When varying intensity levels of emotions are considered, basic emo-

tions can be split into, for example, cold and hot anger or happiness and

elated joy [96]. Another model for emotions are affective dimensions such

as pleasure and arousal that have been validated to work when apply-

ing them on words related to emotions, facial expressions and felt moods

[81]. Psychological studies on perception and recognition of affects in bod-

ily motion mostly assume discrete non-overlapping classes of emotions or

use abstract affective dimensions [44].

Important considerations for psychologists are whether acted or authen-

tic emotions should be studied and if the ground truth comes from actors

or observers [44]. As this dissertation views human motion through an-

imation, the observers’ perception is what counts. Also, the question of

authenticity of emotions is more straightforward as virtual characters do

not have real intentions or feelings.

When expressive interaction between a virtual character and a real hu-

man is desired, recognizing affects from the human becomes important.

This essentially turns the virtual character into an affective computing

system [66]. Challenges in affective computing include defining what is

an affect, combining information from several modalities, interpretation

of observed expressive behaviors, and taking context of the behaviors into

account [66]. The same challenges are also relevant when the goal is to

synthesize expressive behaviors that should be recognizable to humans.

It has been proposed that to solve problems of affective computing, re-

searchers should not adopt a single theory of emotions, but rather concen-

trate on pragmatic models of expressive behavior learned from the users

of affective systems [66]. This advice can be relevant in the context of

human motion style as for example masculinity, femininity or a limping

style are not part of the basic emotions nor do they fit easily into the affec-

tive dimensions. In this dissertation, emotional styles and those related

to physical characteristics of human motion are considered equally impor-

tant.
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Motion style in related fields of research

2.3 Historical view on animation techniques related to styles

Computer animation with human-like characters can be said to origi-

nate from the tradition of hand-drawn animation [47]. Principles such

as anticipation of movements, squash and stretch during a motion, and

slow in and out, can be used as guidelines in the creation of hand-drawn

animations with appealing style [47]. Technically, hand-drawn anima-

tion is based on drawing key-frames that define poses, and in-between

frames that allow fluent transition between the key-frames [47]. Early

computer animation techniques, such as animating rotations with quater-

nions, were presented as ways to automate the creation of the in-between

frames [84].

The ability to capture motions using optical, magnetic or mechanical

systems created an alternative way to produce animations with human-

like characters [54, pp. 14-24]. Motion capture usually refers to the tech-

nical process of recording motions [54, pp. 1-2]. When it is also recognized

that the way the motions are performed is important, the term perfor-

mance capture is often used [54, pp. 1-2]. While in traditional key-frame

animation the style in the motions is created by an animation artist, in

performance capture the style is created by an actor.

In early days of motion capture, it was often advertised as a cheap

replacement for the work of key-frame animators, but this was quickly

found not to be true [54, pp. 37-42]. The trend is also evident in the pub-

lished animation research. Papers about methods for editing captured

motions with techniques similar to key-frame animation have been pre-

sented such as motion warping [99] and motion path editing [23]. Also,

motion captured material needs to be carefully retargeted to any char-

acter models that are differently sized than the original actor to avoid

unphysical-looking results [22]. Even then the style of captured motions

may be unfit to some purposes. For example, motions that should look

like a giant lizard may end up looking more like a guy in lizard suit [54,

p. 64].

In addition to extending traditional animation, digital human motion

has opened doors for completely new kinds of animation techniques. Idea

of treating human motion as a set of signals has produced motion in-

terpolation that can create continuous ranges of motions styles between

captured motions [79]. Other techniques allow editing existing styles by

filtering motion signals [11] and by editing the signals in the frequency
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domain [93].

Growing computing power allowed creating three dimensional anima-

tions that could be rendered in real-time. These new possibilities in turn

enabled creation of interactive 3D video games. As character animation

with key-frame techniques was expensive, video game industry quickly

embraced motion capture as a cost-effective alternative [54, p. 34]. This

development appears in animation research as techniques that allow artists

and programmers to cooperate in building animations where individual

clips can be smoothly concatenated [57]. Further development resulted in

motion graphs that can be used for creating animations where a character

ends up in a desired location [46]. While the original motion graphs al-

lowed roughly determining what a character should do (walk, jump, etc.)

and where the action should be done, the control of motion was not con-

tinuous. More fluid control of produced motion was achieved with motion

graphs that allowed both concatenation of motions and interpolation of

similar motions [83, 32].

Style of motions was not a high priority in early video games that used

captured motions for character animation [54, p. 34]. A reason behind

the low priority was that the used rendering techniques did not allow dis-

playing all the subtle details of captured motions [54, p. 34]. As rendering

techniques have developed, style has become a more important issue. This

is visible in animation research as techniques that extend motion graphs

with metadata related to dance styles [101] or with other information re-

lated to functional or stylistic variations [55]. A proposed alternative way

to add style to real-time animation is to first produce neutral-looking mo-

tions and then use a linear time-invariant (LTI) model to add style vari-

ations [35]. In this case, the LTI model is a digital filter containing mul-

tipliers that can transform a given input teaching sample into a desired

output teaching sample.

Parallel to motion capture based animation, there have been develop-

ments in animation based on kinematic modeling and physics simula-

tions. Inverse kinematics (IK) satisfies constraints such as a character

reaching for an object [98]. Usually the constraints can be satisfied by

many alternative movements thus allowing style variations. The natural-

ness of the produced motions can be controlled to an extent, for example,

by limiting used kinetic energy or distance to a default pose [27]. More

flexible control of styles can be achieved by learning a style from recorded

motion and making the IK prefer poses close to the learned style [27].
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Similarly to IK-based methods, physics simulations allow generation of

human motion without captured examples. Physics simulations enable

realistic-looking contacts between objects, but require much more compu-

tation to animate a virtual human than motion capture or IK-based meth-

ods [20, 29]. Developing more natural-looking physics-based motion has

been a concern, whereas production of expressive styles has had less at-

tention [20]. A notable exception is recreation of acted styles using space-

time optimization with physically derived rules [51]. This technique was

used to create realistic-looking motions, but was also several magnitudes

slower than real-time [51].

In practice, many animation systems are not strictly kinematics, physics

or motion capture based, but combine several methods. For example, syn-

thesis based on motion interpolation can be combined with IK to preserve

contacts between the ground and the feet [79]. More elaborate systems

can have a small amount of key frames, IK for handling external param-

eters, and physics simulation for secondary motions [80].

In this dissertation, example-based synthesis relying on motion capture

is used for creation of style variations. While motion can be synthesized

without examples with IK and physics-based methods, synthesis of ex-

pressive styles with those methods is often based on learning the styles

from recorded examples [27, 51].

2.4 Capture and representation of human motion

The use of motion capture has been justified by its ability to record small

details that make motions look natural, because reproducing the details

with manual animation methods could be hard [3]. In turn, to be able

to store, edit, and display human motion, the motion must be modeled

numerically. The type of a system that is used for capturing motions de-

termines what raw data is available. Optical motion tracking systems can

record coordinates of markers attached to an actor [67, pp. 187-188]. Me-

chanical systems record distances between points and joint angles with

an exo-skeleton that an actor must wear [54, pp. 24-24]. Magnetic sys-

tems can give both coordinates and orientations [67, pp. 187-188]. Mod-

ern depth cameras can record a three dimensional surface from a moving

actor [102]. As the raw data can be clumsy in animating characters, mo-

tion capture systems often process the raw data and transform it to more

refined formats [67, pp. 195-196]. In this dissertation, optical motion
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tracking with markers (see Fig. 2.2) is the main method used for record-

ing human motion. A detailed treatment of motion capture methods is

excluded from this work.

Figure 2.2. On the left is an infrared camera and on the right is a suit with reflective
markers that were used for capturing motions.

A common way to represent human motion in an animation context is to

treat the human body as a transformation hierarchy. In practice, offsets

between levels of the hierarchy approximate bones and rotations model

the joints. The number of included bones and joints can vary depending

on the capture system used and the desired level of realism. While this

kind of representation is only an approximation of real bodily structures,

it is usually sufficiently accurate for animations, and it offers three tech-

nical advantages in the context of animation. First is that a hierarchy

is a compact presentation for the degrees of freedom (DOF) allowed by

a human body. The second is that the constraints such as the distances

between joints are implicitly satisfied by the hierarchy. The third is that

graphics APIs such as OpenGL can process and traverse hierarchies effi-

ciently. [25]

Further variation in representations comes from the format of the ro-

tations. Possible alternatives include rotation matrices, Euler angles, ex-

ponential maps and quaternions [24]. Matrix transformations are com-

monly used in computer animation as they allow several three dimen-

sional transformations in addition to rotations [67, pp. 133-34], but they

do not enable interpolation of rotations as such [67, p. 53]. Euler angles

can be considered the most intuitive to humans [67, p. 60]. However,

Euler angles suffer from gimbal lock which is a mathematical singularity

and can prevent editing one degree of freedom in some combinations of

rotations [24]. Exponential maps are less prone to gimbal lock than Eu-

ler angles, while still having only three parameters for the three degrees

of freedom [24]. This makes exponential maps an attractive format for
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machine learning based motion synthesis methods [88]. Limited use of

exponential maps in animation is probably related to the lack of a simple

way to concatenate rotations with them [24]. Quaternions allow rotations

to be concatenated and interpolated with relative ease, and they do not

suffer from gimbal lock [84]. This makes them suitable for animation sys-

tems. A weak point in quaternions is that they have four parameters that

model three degrees of freedom [24]. This makes them less intuitive to

use than Euler angles [67, p. 60] and they need to be normalized to unit

length after any changes [24].

While a hierarchical skeleton is the de facto standard for representing a

human body in animation, it is not always the best format. For example,

in decomposition of motions to style components, a representation based

purely on coordinates has been found to work better than any formats

based on rotations [82]. Another case where joint rotations can be subop-

timal is detection of similarities between motions [46]. In that case, joints

closer to the root level of a hierarchy can have more impact on overall pose

than the ones further away. Also, the impact of a joint is not always the

same, but can vary depending on the current pose.

In practice, low-level motion signals specifying coordinates and rota-

tions are often transformed to other formats to better fit specific purposes.

Compression of motion data can employ methods such as approximation

of data with Bezier curves, wavelet transformation or per-frame Princi-

pal Component Analysis (PCA) [4]. An opposite direction can be taken in

recognition of human motion where motion may be represented with more

signals than in an original format as is elaborated later in Section 2.6.

Synthesis of styles can employ motion formats that isolate style-related

aspects to part of the signals, while retaining the ability to return to the

original format as is presented in more detail in Section 2.5.

2.5 Example-based synthesis of human motion style

Example-based methods that enable creating style variations are useful,

because doing new motion capture for each variation would require time

and money and is not practical in all situations [54]. In this dissertation,

the main attention is given to high-level methods, in which styles can be

adjusted with a few parameters, and that can work in real-time. Motion

captured examples are used also in off-line methods that extend manual

key-framing by, for example, propagating edits from one body part to oth-
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ers [63].

As many style oriented editing operations use more than one input mo-

tion, compatibility between the motions must be considered. The meth-

ods that swap parts of motions, such as one limb, require that the input

motions are equally long. The methods that are based on differences be-

tween motion signals also require that corresponding events happen at

same time, in other words that the motions are in the same phase. Both

requirements can be satisfied with time warping [99, 45] if the input mo-

tions contain the same action. Copying timing from one motion to another

has also been suggested as a way to edit stylistic content [3].

Motion blending by linear interpolation is the standard approach for

creating ranges of styles [69]. The interpolation generally requires that

timings of the input motions are aligned. After that the poses in the

corresponding frames of animation can be interpolated using several al-

ternative numerical methods. Methods that perform linear interpolation

can also be extended to linear extrapolation as illustrated in Figure 2.3.

The use of interpolation and extrapolation of style differences relies on

the finding that the changes they produce seem to correspond well to

perception-based rating of styles [92]. When styles between two motions

are needed, spherical linear interpolation (slerp) of quaternions gives high

quality results as it guarantees a constant rotational velocity over the pa-

rameter range [84]. Slerp is useful for example in creating transitions

between different actions [46]. However, as synthesis of style variations

is usually restricted to motions containing the same action with different

styles, simpler linear interpolation and extrapolation allowing multiple

input motions is possible. Linear interpolation has been used success-

fully with motions encoded as spline parameters [79], components from

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [94], components from Independent

Component Analysis (ICA) [58], frequency bands [11, 93], parameters of

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [89] or as quaternions with renormaliza-

tion to unit length [84].

Figure 2.3. A and C are original captured motions. B is produced by interpolation of A
and C. D is produced by extrapolating the difference between A and C.
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A problem with interpolation and extrapolation of style differences is

that the number of parameters can be impractical with a large set of mo-

tions as the weight of each motion is one adjustable parameter. This has

been remedied by mapping several motions to manually labeled ranges

using Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) [79]. The RBFs are commonly used

in scattered data interpolation. An RBF restricts the impact of a data

point in the interpolation space to a value that decreases with distance.

Another alternative for reducing the number of parameters is to per-

form dimensionality reduction between motions with Principal Compo-

nent Analysis (PCA) [21, 91, 92, 94]. The PCA is a numerical method that

combines correlated variables, and allows removing dimensions with the

least amount of numerical variance.

In addition to creating styles between motions and exaggerating style

differences, it is possible to transfer style between motions [35, 3, 56].

Style transfer, which is based on differences between motions, requires

that the example motions and the target motion contain the same action

[35, 56]. In style transfer that is limited to, for example, only per-segment

retiming and amplitude scaling, the target motion can be from a different

action category [3]. Style transfer can be done continuously in real-time

by training a linear time-invariant (LTI) model to reproduce the differ-

ences between example motions [35]. The perceptual content of the mo-

tion differences is completely dependent on used example data and can

reflect, for example, styles given as actor instructions such as ‘neutral’,

‘angry’ or ‘crab walking’, or identity-related styles determined by differ-

ences between people [56].

The term ‘style transfer’ has also been used when referring to substitut-

ing a part of motion signals with ones from another motion [82]. However,

this can be considered to be in a different class then the other transfer

methods as it requires that the style is localized in only a part of the chan-

nels of a motion. Swapping signals of joint rotations is a straightforward

operation that has been found practical in creating new style variations

[38]. However, as not all swaps create natural-looking results, rule-based

classifiers were used to prune the results [38]. Creating partial blends in

the joints that are connected to the swapped joints can reduce the poten-

tial unnaturalness [65]. Swapping can also be applied to frequency bands

[11] or ICA components [82] calculated from original channels of motions.

ICA decomposition allows swaps with a reduced dimensionality, but may

require post-processing to remove artifacts such as foot sliding [82].
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Decomposition of motion signals to frequency bands enables a style edit-

ing operation that requires only one input motion [11, 93]. The frequency

bands can be useful as they split motions to overall movements (low fre-

quencies) and to more detailed motion textures (high frequencies) [76] as

illustrated in Figure 2.4. Thus, scaling the bands can create new style

variation without changing the action of the motion [11].

Figure 2.4. A is an original captured motion. B, C and D have been created from A by
preserving global translation and low, middle and high frequencies of joint
rotations, respectively.

This dissertation builds on example-based motion synthesis methods to

enable performance synthesis. In this context, motion synthesis is consid-

ered as creation of style variations, while performance synthesis is seen

as creation of specific styles that an animator could desire. The methods

presented in this section can be considered to be on the side of motion

synthesis as they either create unnamed variations or the descriptions of

the produced styles come directly from labels of input motions. This dis-

sertation presents two performance synthesis methods in which similar

styles can be produced even if the used input motions would be randomly

reordered or if the styles would be differently mixed in individual input

motions.

2.6 Recognition of motion styles

In this dissertation, automatic recognition of motion styles is considered

as a necessary step in controlling behavior of an expressive virtual char-

acter. Other possible uses for the recognition include detection of affects

from a human in affective computing systems [66], and retrieval of mo-

tions from a large database [59]. For many uses, it can be beneficial if the

automatic recognition would be similar to human recognition of styles.

Human recognition of affects has been studied, for example, from arm

movements [73]. Ten acted affects (afraid, angry, excited, happy, neutral,

relaxed, sad, strong, tired and weak) were used in the study. The result
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of the study was that overall recognition rate of 30% was reached when

the chance value was 10%. The low recognition rate was partly caused

by confusions between the acted categories. For example, acted weakness

was identified as weak, sad or tired. It was also speculated that arm

movement might not be an optimal way to express all the affects. When

studying affects in full-body motion, it has been found that people can

recognize affects robustly if the animated body model gives at least some

hints of structure and is not only a cloud of point-lights [53].

Other studies suggest that bodily expressions can have unique proper-

ties that are not present in other modalities. For example, when classi-

fying bodily expressions, movements showing terror and happiness can

be confused with each other even though as felt emotions they could be

considered almost opposites [96]. Furthermore, emotions perceived from

human motion have been found to affect the perceived gender [41]. For

example, sad motion style caused motions acted by males to be often clas-

sified by observers as being performed by a female [41]. Also, other modal-

ities may modulate or divert attention away from bodily motion [6, 16].

Naturalness and realism of motions can affect the way styles are per-

ceived. In this dissertation, the aim has been to keep the considered mo-

tions in a natural range, for example by not using motion extrapolation.

However, the appearance of 3D models shown in animations of the mo-

tions also have an affect on human perception. In a study comparing the

recognition of emotions seen in still poses displayed with two levels of re-

alism, it was concluded that neither the realistic nor the more simplified

3D model was better than the other [68]. In the context of facial expres-

sions, it has been found that less realistic facial models can be exagger-

ated more than realistic ones before the expressions turn strange-looking

[60]. A stick figure model has been selected for the animations of this dis-

sertation. It is a good compromise showing sufficient amount of details

to support recognition of motion styles while lacking diversions such as

facial expressions.

On the side of automatic recognition, bodily expressions have been stud-

ied by coding them with features such as posture of the upper body, amount

of movement activity, spatial extent of motions and movement dynamics

[96]. These features were found to be effective in classifying acted affects

(54% correctly classified versus 7% chance level). Other possible low level

features include maximum distance between body parts, and speed, accel-

eration and jerk of a single body part [7]. More refined features include
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computationally defined versions of Effort and Shape components of La-

ban Movement Analysis that have been used in recognition of styles from

dance [15, 28]. Camera-based features used in affect recognition include

Contraction Index (measures extend of a silhouette), Quantity of Motion,

and Motion Fluency [13]. Styles can also be modeled numerically with

features that are derived from captured motions with Fourier transform

and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [92].

Recognition of a styles can be viewed as an extension of action recogni-

tion [74] if styles are represented by groups of individual motions. In that

case, methods such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) can be used for

the recognition [5]. An SVM is a machine learning method that is trained

with an example classification, and can then be used to classify new data

points.

None of the publications of this dissertation are solely about automatic

recognition of motion styles. Instead, it appears as part of several publica-

tions where the recognition is used for enabling control over motion styles

(Publication V) or in forming reactions to the recognizable behaviors (Pub-

lications II and III). Furthermore, recognition of styles is not considered

as a question whether a motion has a style or not, but rather as amount

of a style or as relative differences between two motions.

2.7 Semantics of motion styles

In previous sections, research related to motion style has been introduced

from several points of view. However, the cited publications do not have a

common definition of the term ‘motion style’.

One approach to motion style is to treat it mainly as a way to commu-

nicate emotions while giving little attention to other types of styles as is

often done in psychological research [44]. Style can be also be discussed

in the context of natural and artificial-looking motions [34]. Expert defi-

nitions of styles such as Laban notation for dance movements are another

possibility [15, 28]. Yet another possibility is to consider human motion to

consist of content (actions such as walking or running), identity (includ-

ing age and sex), and style (emotions and attitudes) [31]. Style can be

also viewed as all types of variations that are possible for an action with-

out further distinctions [48]. Some consider styles to be hard to define

quantitatively [51] while others [100] give definitions such as: "We define

the style of motion as statistic properties of mean and standard variance
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of joint quaternions in 4D unit sphere space." Style can also be consid-

ered to emerge from physical properties of motion and the human body

[51]. Alternatively, from the point of view of key-frame animation, aspects

such as posture, transitions between poses, simplification and exaggera-

tion can be considered to be important for styles [62]. Further mix-ups

can be caused by the division of motions to non-stylized (meaning every-

day actions) and stylized (meaning artistic movements such as dance) [7].

While the overall classifications of motion styles can be interesting, ver-

bal descriptions for individual styles can be more useful in practical situ-

ations where styles are synthesized. The descriptions can be built by ex-

perts on top of example motions [79], be based on actor instructions [56],

or individual users may be allowed to define their own styles by annotat-

ing examples [92]. Properties that can be defined as exact numbers such

as velocity or traveled distance may also be used [94]. It is also possible to

rely completely on visual inspection while editing unnamed components

[82]. In some publications styles are named ad hoc for example as "goos-

estep" [55] or "catty" [104].

While many publications claim to enable synthesis of styles, surpris-

ingly few of the publications encountered during writing of this disser-

tation try to validate how large ranges of styles can be produced and

how reliably they can be recognized by human observers. The majority

of the publications rely only on showing a few examples of synthesized

styles and giving opinions of the authors [1, 10, 11, 27, 31, 40, 55, 58, 61,

52, 63, 76, 79, 82, 91, 92, 93, 97, 100, 104]. A smaller number of pub-

lications compare produced styles with acted examples taken as ground

truths [3, 34, 35, 56, 94]. In one study, satisfaction of users trying to

create styles was tested [43]. Only four studies had systematical percep-

tual evaluations of produced styles done by people who did not create the

styles [14, 33, 49, 89]. In all of these four studies, at least a few cases

were encountered where a synthesized motion was recognized worse than

an acted version or a feature that was hypothesized to predict style did

not actually do that. This highlights the need for further perceptual eval-

uations especially in cases where claims are large such as separation of

synthesized styles and identities [31] or "it can convert novice ballet mo-

tions into the more graceful modern dance of an expert" [10].

The varying and sometimes vague definitions for motion style and the

absence of systematic evaluation of synthesized styles can be seen as dif-

ferent sides of the same phenomenon. In this dissertation, styles are con-
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sidered primarily as perceivable variations of human motion that can be

described with natural language. The descriptions are not considered only

as words but also as symbols that can be given numerical descriptions by

grounding them with physical measurements [30]. A way to perform the

grounding is modeling styles as convex regions in a conceptual space [19]

that may contain hierarchical relations such as ‘limping is a type of walk-

ing’ [50]. In this case a style could be represented with a group of similar

motions. Alternatively, styles can be modeled as differences between ex-

ample motions [104]. In this dissertation, the essence of motion style is

explored with perceptual experiments, and a definition of styles as rela-

tions between motions is embraced and shown to be beneficial in practice.
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3. Styles in motion of a single character

3.1 Background

This chapter presents research done in Publications I, IV and V that study

motion style visible from a single character. Two underlying points of

view are shared by these publications. The first is viewing motion style

as a continuous phenomenon as is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The second

is viewing motion styles as aspects of motion that may occur simultane-

ously as is demonstrated in Figure 3.2. While the two views may seem

self-evident in the context of low-level motion synthesis, they are less of-

ten taken into account in published systems that allow high-level control

of motion style with natural language labels for styles, for example. In

the next two sections, human perception and descriptions for styles are

explored. Then a method for controlling motion style with relative com-

mands such as ‘do the same, but more sadly’ is presented.

Figure 3.1. A continuum between depressed and aggressive styles
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Figure 3.2. Example of style dimensions where A is a neutral starting point, B is more
aggressive, C is more depressed, and D is both aggressive and depressed.

3.2 Perception of styles

Publication I presents an evaluation of emotional and stylistic content of

acted and algorithmically modified motions. The idea of this work was to

explore how people perceive motion styles in everyday movements. The

approach was to allow the motions to be evaluated on multiple simulta-

neous Likert scales with each scale described with a commonly used word

instead of more abstract affective dimensions [81]. Also, the intention was

not to limit the scope to basic emotions [64], but to also consider motion

specific attributes such as masculinity and relaxedness.

Figure 3.3. Still poses used in changing posture of animated characters in Publication I.
Pose (a) is the neutral pose of the actor.

The stimulus material of the study consisted of short walks followed by

a knocking motion performed by a male and a female actor. The motions

were asked to be acted in styles afraid, angry, excited, happy, neutral,

relaxed, sad, strong, and weak, which had been used in earlier by Pollick

et al. [73]. To complement the acted styles, similar motions were produced
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by an animator by applying algorithmic modifications on the neutrally

acted examples. The modifications were combinations of adjustments to

the pose of the characters (Fig. 3.3), scaling of frequency bands created

from the motion signals [11] (Fig. 3.4), and modifications to the timings of

the motions (Fig. 3.5).

Figure 3.4. Effect of the frequency-based modification used in Publication I when a walk-
ing motion (b) is modified to create a shorter motion (a) and a longer motion
(c).

The three research questions of the study were: 1. Can acted styles and

emotions be distinguished by viewing motions animated with a stick fig-

ure? 2. Do the three implemented modifications change emotions seen in

the motions? 3. What are suitable dimensions to be rated when evaluat-

ing motions? Answers to the questions were sought with a questionnaire

containing videos of the stimulus material shown as a stick figure charac-

ter. The videos were evaluated using five point scales between sad-happy,

tired-excited, angry-relaxed, weak-strong, afraid-confident and masculine-

feminine. The questionnaire was answered by 28 volunteers.

Figure 3.5. Trajectories of the right hand during knocking motions used in Publication I.
Original motion (b) is modified to nearly constant speed (a) or with exagger-
ated acceleration (c).

Analysis of the answers showed that motion styles could be perceived

from both acted and modified motions. This result agrees with results pre-

sented in related publications where styles have been perceived from even

more simplified point-light representations [41, 92]. Though, it has been

suggested that styles are seen as less intense from point-light representa-
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tions than from representations showing the form of the characters [53].

The analysis also revealed that the intended styles were not always per-

ceived as the most visible ones. This was true for both the acted and the

modified motions. Also, the neutrally acted motions were not perceived

as completely neutral, but contained for example relaxedness, confidence

and hints about gender. These aspects seemed to greatly differ between

the actors. In light of these results, the viability of relying only on expert

actors or animators for providing a ground truth in the context of motion

styles can be questioned. At least, it seems plausible that perception of

motion styles can be more subjective than of actions such as walking or

jumping.

From the three implemented modifications to motions, changing pos-

tures and scaling frequency bands were found to be useful tools for ad-

justing styles. One-to-one relationships between the modifications and

the perceived styles were not found. Instead, combinations of modifica-

tions were observed to produce styles that they could not produce individ-

ually. The modification of timings was not found to have much impact on

the perceived styles. A similar problem with retiming has been reported

previously when trying to change the emotional content of captured mo-

tions [33]. It is also possible that the modification could be more effective

when applied to other types of motions as it has been speculated that arm

movements might not be an optimal way to express all the affects [73].

Based on the answers of the questionnaire, evaluation of motion styles

benefits greatly from allowing several styles to be simultaneously rated

instead of forcing the participants to select only one style or emotion.

This is evident as the modifications to motion could affect the perception

of several styles. Further analysis shows that styles tired and sad were

used very similarly in the questionnaire, and the same applies to styles

angry and masculine as shown in Figure 3.6. This implies that the said

styles could be joined to a single dimension. However, if a different set of

motions were given in the questionnaire, there could be situations where

the style descriptions would be used separately. For example, another

publication evaluating human motions has found a stronger connection

between perceived sadness and gender [41].

In the end, giving general suggestions on what are the best dimensions

to be included in future questionnaires would require a much wider range

of actions and acted combinations of styles. With the lessons learned from

Publication I, the questionnaire in Publication IV allowed free descrip-
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tion of motions instead of trying to create a long list of all possible style

dimensions.
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Figure 3.6. Maximum likelihood estimate for common factors for perceived styles in the
questionnaire of Publication I. Loadings of the original dimensions are plot-
ted into a two-dimensional model.

3.3 Semantics of human motion

Publication IV presents an analysis of how motion styles are described

when people are allowed to use their own words in the descriptions. The

idea was to explore how unanimous people are when they describe human

motion, and to find good ways to model motion-related vocabularies based

on numerical motion data.

Overall experiment settings of Publication IV and Publication I are sim-

ilar. In both studies motions were recorded and modified to create a set of

stimuli which was evaluated in a questionnaire. However, in Publication

IV the creation of the stimuli is based on interpolations between acted

examples producing a denser and more even set of motions. Also, in the

questionnaire people were asked to write in natural language what the

character is doing and how it is doing it, thus guiding the answers much

less than the explicit scales of Publication I.

The acted examples were performed by two actors who were asked to

run, walk and limp with styles sad, slow, regular, fast, and angry. The

final stimuli were produced by interpolating pairs and triplets of motions.

The motions were then animated as stick figures. The animations were

shown one by one in the questionnaire and the participants were asked to

describe the animation in writing with a verb or phrase (such as ‘swim-

ming’ or ‘mountain climbing’) and from zero to three modifiers (such as

‘colorfully’ or ‘very colorfully’). The questionnaire was answered by 22

participants in Finnish.
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The answers revealed that while the actor instructions had 3 verbs and

5 styles, the participants described the motions more varyingly with 88

verbs and 233 modifiers. Further analysis showed that the most common

words explained a large portion of the word usage, but there was also

a long tail of rarely used words. In practice the results imply that, if a

single annotator describes motions, the most common descriptions will be

covered, but many seldom used ways to describe motions will be missed.

To analyze the verbal descriptions against numerical motion data, fea-

tures based on coordinates, velocities, accelerations, rotations as quater-

nions, and distances between body parts were calculated. The distribu-

tions of the verbs and modifiers are plotted on the PCA dimensions of the

numerical features in Figure 3.7 and in Figure 3.8. The figures show that

verbs appeared in continuous areas while modifiers could be scattered to

separate clusters. The three synonyms for limping in the Finnish lan-

guage ‘ontuu’, ‘nilkuttaa’, and ‘linkuttaa’ also appear consistently in the

same area of Figure 3.7.
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limps − ontuu
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limps − nilkuttaa

jogs − hölkkää

limps − linkuttaa

scuffs − laahustaa

steps − askeltaa

marches − marssii

"other"

Figure 3.7. Distributions of most common verbs for each motion from Publication IV
mapped on the first and second normalized PCA components. Each pie repre-
sents descriptions of one motion, the surface area of the pies is proportional
to the number of given descriptions, and the position of the pies reflect the
style of the motions.
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slowly − hitaasti

relaxedly − rennosti

limpingly − ontuvasti

briskly − reippaasti

laboriously − vaivalloisesti

calmly − rauhallisesti

cautiously − varovasti

painfully − kivuliaasti

"other"

Figure 3.8. Distributions of most common modifiers for each motion from Publication
IV mapped on the first and second normalized PCA components in similar
manner as in Figure 3.7.

The data from Publication IV allows making suggestions related to sym-

bol grounding, and more specifically on how words can be tied to measur-

able phenomena [30]. The results imply that numerical definitions for

verbs can be based on linking a verb to a section of a feature space. This

correspond to the idea that verbs can be modeled as convex regions in a

conceptual space [19]. Furthermore, a hierarchy could be formed to model

relationships between generic and more specific verbs. For example, ‘limp-

ing’ could be a special case of ‘walking’ as in Figure 3.7 the motions de-

scribed as ‘limping’ were very often described also as ‘walking’, while the

opposite was not true.

In turn, modifiers that are most often adjectives or adverbs, did not form

convex regions as has been suggested [19]. For example, in Figure 3.8

‘slowly’ can be seen in two disconnected areas, one where motions can be

described as ‘slow walking’ and another where the term ‘slow running’

is appropriate. Another example is ‘briskly’, that appeared separately as

‘brisk walking’ and ‘brisk limping’. This suggests that modifiers could be

best modeled as transitions in a numerical feature space which basically

means comparisons between motions. This idea was taken to practice in

Publication V.
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Following the suggested ways to ground words related to motions re-

quires that the concepts can be classified as verbs or modifiers. The clas-

sification can be obvious for example with concepts ‘to walk’ and ‘slowly’.

However, a case such as ‘limping’ can be more ambiguous as the data

shows that in the Finnish language the concept was used both as a verb

‘to limp’ - ‘ontua’ and as a modifier ‘walk limpingly’ - ‘kävellä ontuen’.

The ambiguity between actions and styles is typical in natural language.

Expressions such as ‘limping’ or ‘walking’ are not purely descriptions of

functions, but also implicitly set restrictions on the style. Furthermore,

there might not be a single correct way to label actions, rather the labels

may vary depending on what group of motions is considered. In synthe-

sis of style variations, important considerations are if two motions can

be interpolated without artifacts, and do the interpolations belong to the

same action category as the original motions. While these properties may

often be satisfied by motions described with the same verb, the natural

language labels are neither absolute guarantees nor restrictions due to

their ambiguous nature.

A possible idea for future work would be to more accurately measure

the shift in the feature space caused by adding a modifier such as ‘slow’

to a verb. Information about this issue could be beneficial for automatic

generation of labels for recorded motions. Measuring the shifts would

require a more dense sampling of the motion space than in the existing

dataset to allow reliable estimates.

3.4 Controlling styles

Publication V presents a method for controlling motion style with relative

commands such as ‘do the same, but more sadly’ as shown in Figure 3.9.

This work builds on top of the conclusion of Publication IV that motion

styles could be best modeled comparatively as relations between motions.

The central idea in Publication V is to show that embracing the relative

nature of motion styles enables making accurate adjustments to synthe-

sized motion styles.
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Figure 3.9. Control of walking style with relative style commands used in Publication
V. Starting from an acted motion on top, each picture shows incremental
changes towards the bottom.

3.4.1 Implementation of relative style control

Publication V makes a distinction between absolute styles that can be

perceived from a single motion and relative styles that are seen from dif-

ferences between motions. The goal was to find correspondences between

perceived relative styles described with phrases of natural language and

numerical models of styles. Practical steps included acting example mo-

tions, annotating pairwise differences between motion pairs, calculating

numerical features from the example motions, and creating numerical

definitions for the used natural language labels. The numerical defini-

tions are called style vectors [104] as they tell the direction in a numerical

feature space where the related style grows more intense. The style vec-

tors in turn can be used to control parametric motion synthesis methods.

An example of iterative control of interpolation-based synthesis is given

in Figure 3.9.
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Modeling human motion with numerical features enables automatic eval-

uation of motion style. In Publication V, the numerical modeling starts

from calculation of per-frame values including positions in a local coor-

dinate system of a character, velocities, accelerations, distances between

body parts, and joint rotations as quaternions. These values are then

turned into features representing short motion sequences by decomposi-

tion to frequency bands, averaging over time, and normalization to make

actions performed with left and right sides of the body equal. Total num-

ber of individual features was 4816.

Creating numerical definitions of relative styles based on pairwise com-

parisons requires taking into account that differences on several styles

can often be perceived simultaneously from one pair of motions. In an

ideal case, the styles that are different from semantical and perceptual

points of view could also be adjusted separately. Having to adjust styles

in groups based on similarities that occurred by chance in a set of example

motions would be less than ideal.

On a practical level, this calls for dividing numerical motion features

into ones that are essential for a style, meaning the features that behave

systematically in all examples of the style, and to incidental ones that

only correlate with the style in most cases. There is no universal set of

essential features, but different sets of features are essential for different

styles.

In the implementation, simultaneously appearing styles were taken into

account in three parts of the process. In acting example motions, the ac-

tor was asked to perform pairs of styles in addition to single styles to

provide data that would contain also non-stereotypical combinations of

styles. In annotation of style differences, the annotator was allowed to

write zero to three styles per motion pair. In the creation of style vec-

tors, an elimination step was included that removes the features that do

not systematically appear in all examples of an annotated relative style.

The harsh elimination of features was possible as the large number of

individual features allowed at least part of them to be preserved. These

considerations allowed producing style vectors that contain the essential

aspects of the perceived styles, while ignoring incidental correlations be-

tween styles that may appear randomly or be caused by preferences of

individual actors.

To test the process in practice, an actor was asked to perform walking

motions with pairwise combinations of styles fast, slow, relaxed, tense,
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angry, sad, limping, and excited. In the annotation, the following styles

were perceived at least in five motion pairs: fast, slow, aggressive, lazy,

excited, energetic, calm, limping, healthy, depressed, busy, relaxed and

tense. Style vectors were then created for these perceived styles.

A set of style vectors can be used for controlling styles of animated mo-

tions produced with parametric synthesis. The process (Fig. 3.10) starts

from initial parameters which produce a desired action. Next, if the user

is not satisfied with the style, a style adjustment such as faster, slower

or more aggressive can be selected. The system must then find which

adjustment to the synthesis parameters produces the desired change of

style. This is done automatically by synthesizing new motions with offsets

to each parameter separately, calculating numerical features of the new

motions, and finding a combination of the parameter offsets that matches

the style vector of the desired style. Based on this data, the new synthesis

parameters can be calculated with an off-the-shelf solver as the feature

values of the motions representing parameter offsets form a Jacobian ma-

trix. The style control process works in principle with any parametric

motion synthesis method. To test the control method, interpolation-based

parametric synthesis producing varied walking styles was used as an ex-

ample case.
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Figure 3.10. Process of controlling a style of single character motion

3.4.2 Evaluation of relative style control

For every method that claims to produce motions with specific styles, an

evaluation is needed to validate the claims. Furthermore, it is important

to have people who have not been involved in creation of the motions per-

forming the perceptual validations. As explicated in Section 2.7, this has

not been done for most of the published methods that synthesize motions

with varying styles. The work presented in Publication V seeks to turn

the trend around.

To validate the method for controlling style, two experiments with hu-

man participants and one numerical assessment were performed. The

two experiments were based on crowdsourced questionnaires as that al-

lowed having hundreds of participants. This was deemed necessary as the

definitions of the styles were based on opinions of only one annotator.

The first experiment aimed at testing the accuracy of the style vectors

when they are used in detecting style differences from previously unseen

motions performed by different actors. New sets of motions, similar to
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those used in the creation of the style definitions, were performed by

four actors. The motions were then presented to participants as pairs

in a questionnaire to create a ground truth on what style differences hu-

mans can see between the motions. Styles of the same motion pairs were

evaluated using the style vectors, and the results of the evaluation were

compared to the ground truth. This comparison showed that differences

in styles fast, slow, aggressive, lazy, excited, energetic, calm, limping,

healthy, depressed, and busy were successfully detected with accuracies

over 90% while the chance level was 50%. This result shows that the used

approach generalizes from one actor to others. The styles relaxed and

tense had accuracies 77.1% and 59.5%, respectively. These accuracy lev-

els were deemed too low to be useful in practice, and the two styles were

pruned from further validations.

The next validation was a numerical test aimed at exposing the effects

of the elimination of incidentally correlating features. In this test, correla-

tions between the style vectors were calculated in two cases, once without

the elimination procedure (Fig. 3.11) and once with it (Fig. 3.12). Com-

paring these two cases shows that without the elimination the style vec-

tors are heavily correlated, and can be divided into two groups where one

group points towards faster style and another towards slower style. Using

the elimination procedure creates much lower correlations between the

style vectors, thus making more refined control of styles possible. Also,

correlations that remain after the elimination, such as a positive corre-

lation between styles slow and lazy, and a negative correlation between

styles limping and healthy, are reasonable as the meanings of the words

are tightly linked.

The third validation explored style control in a practical case where in-

terpolation synthesis was used. The test setting contained 35 starting

motions that were an even sample from the parameter space. From each

of these 35 motions, the style control system was used to create new mo-

tions towards the following eight styles: limping, healthy, depressed, slow,

calm, aggressive, busy, and fast. Next, the initial walking motions and

the adjusted versions were compared pairwise in a crowdsourced ques-

tionnaire to find what style differences people actually see in the pairs.

The novelty of this test setting is that it does not force the participants

to choose between the styles, and the choice is not forced even implicitly

by giving a long list of alternatives, but in each comparison only one style

was given.
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Figure 3.11. Correlations between style vectors from Publication V without elimination
of incidental features. Correlations stronger than ±0.15 are in green and
red backgrounds, and correlations stronger than ±0.5 are in bright versions
of the colors.

Figure 3.12. Correlations between style vectors from Publication V after the elimination
of incidental features.

The results of the third validation shown in Figure 3.13 tell that all the

intended styles were perceived as more intense. However, simultaneous

changes in several other styles were also seen in many cases. Pairs of

styles that can be considered opposites, such as fast and slow, explain

part of the simultaneous changes. The remaining simultaneous changes

highlight the importance of a versatile synthesis method, as even a sys-

tem that could perfectly detect the differences between styles does not

help if the controlled synthesis method cannot produce all the styles in-

dependently from each other. Thus, interpolation synthesis can limit the
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achieved separation of styles as it does not enable free transfer of styles

from one motion to another, but all the produced motions are between

existing examples.

Figure 3.13. Changes in mean ratings from an evaluation of style adjustments from Pub-
lication V where original range was from -2 to 2. Numbers on white do
not statistically differ from zero (p=0.05), significant positive differences are
green and significant negative differences red.

Based on the evaluations it could be argued that reducing correlations

between style vectors using the feature elimination would not be an op-

timal approach. A possible alternative could be to treat the style vectors

solely as mathematical entities and to make them orthogonal with small

offsets pushing them gradually apart. However, this approach could de-

stroy also meaningful relationship such as the negative correlation be-

tween styles limping and healthy (Fig. 3.12). Without relying on the

data, it would be impossible to know if preserving the correlation between

limping and healthy is more important than preserving a correlation of

equal strength between styles limping and lazy (Fig. 3.11). A similar ar-

gument speaks against using PCA components as vectors that represent

style words. Since PCA components are always orthogonal to each other,

they cannot be used to represent styles such as slow and lazy which from

a semantical point of view can be expected to be partially correlated with

each other.

3.5 Discussion

Human motion has been viewed in this chapter as a phenomenon contain-

ing continuously varying styles with possibility of several styles occurring

simultaneously. Also, a method for controlling motion style of a single
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character has been presented that is compatible with this view about hu-

man motion. The method is based on relative definitions of styles built

from comparisons between motions. A similar comparative approach has

been previously used for example in measuring values such as honesty

and responsibility as they can be represented as choices between given

alternatives [2]. Motion style and values can be seen as similar phenom-

ena as it may be difficult to rate them with absolute scales. At least,

ratings of motion styles are likely to be more fuzzy and subjective than

classifying actions visible in human motion.

The relative definitions allow styles to be well defined regardless of the

amount of style seen from an individual motion. This is different from the

views presented in the context of felt affects [72] and words describing

styles [19] where affects and style-related adjectives have been consid-

ered to be well defined only near the extremes. The compact nature of

the relative definitions implies that they could be the actual way people

model styles mentally. For example, a relation such as ‘slower’ or ‘more

aggressive’ needs to be learned only once and can be used in the context

of many actions, while thinking of styles as regions in a conceptual spaces

[19] would require learning the combinations of each style and action sep-

arately.

While the speculation about mental models is not in the core of this dis-

sertation, the same reasoning applies to using action recognition methods

for recognition of styles. The action recognition methods model actions as

regions of a numerical feature space. Applying this conceptualization to

styles would divide them to several clusters as was noted in Section 3.3.

This would again require having separate examples for each combination

of style and action to learn all occurrences of styles.

While adjusting style with relative steps from an initial motion was

shown to be possible in Publication V, it can be asked if the approach

is the most intuitive way to adjust styles. An alternative way is to de-

fine styles through examples and model them as dimensions that could be

adjusted for example with sliders [79]. This approach also enables extrap-

olation of new styles that combine predefined styles [10] as is illustrated

on the left side of Figure 3.14. A potential problem emerges when a com-

bination of styles turns out to look unnatural as illustrated on the right

side of Figure 3.14. In that case, it is not possible to determine a globally

applicable minimum and maximum for a style, but rather the allowed

ranges would depend on other styles undermining the intuitiveness of the
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control mechanism.

Figure 3.14. On the left is an example-based extrapolation scheme, on the right is an
example where motions fall outside the limits of natural-looking motion.

A question related to synthesis of styles is why the produced styles have

not been commonly validated with independent observers. Based on the

questionnaires in Publications I and V, it is apparent that perceptual eval-

uations can give important information as all the tested styles were not

successfully perceived. A possible reason is that a commonly used and

easily reproducible methodology for evaluating style content does not ex-

ist. This is possible as for example the evaluations in Publication V would

have been much more difficult to run without the crowdsourcing platforms

created in recent years. A more pessimistic possibility is that styles are

viewed as hazy and subjective concepts, and that it is easier to leave the

issue to an artist than trying to give styles more concrete definitions.

While the presented research shows that embracing continuous and

overlapping nature of styles is possible in practice, it is also apparent that

the properties are not completely universal truths, but have their excep-

tions. The style fast is a good example of a continuous style dimension as

in an animation it is almost always possible to increase velocity. A more

complicated case would be the style natural. Starting from an unnatu-

ral motion and going towards a more natural style would likely reach a

peak of naturalness, and after the peak further adjustment could turn the

motion back to unnatural. A similar complication has been suggested to

exist when describing motions as more or less symmetric [92]. Exceptions

to the possibility of simultaneous appearance of styles can be found from

cases that require the same body part to be in different poses or move in

opposite manners.

The novel sets of features presented in Publications IV and V can be use-

ful in recognition of motion styles. While the features presented in this
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dissertation have been used in previous publications, they have not been

used together. Also, the specific focus on motion style instead of actions

and gestures separates the presented feature sets from other published

feature sets [75]. However, it is not certain if the features cover all sides

of motion styles, and it might be possible to get the same performance

with a smaller set of features. Also, the features may not work outside

the context of motion style. For example, the normalization used in Publi-

cation V that made the left and the right sides of body numerically equal

can harm detection of symbolic gestures as the left hand is considered

tainted in some cultures.

In the end, adjusting motion style of a single character can be useful in

animations, but it does not solve all cases as interpretations of styles may

vary depending on behavior of other characters. This side of motion style

is elaborated in the next chapter.
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4. Styles in interaction between
characters

4.1 Background

This chapter presents research about motion style that emerges from in-

teractions between characters as presented in Publications II and III. The

common themes in the publications are interpretations of motion styles

when modulated by the context of the motion, and treating motion style

as an aspect that can vary continuously in time. The goal is to create

a framework that allows maximal expression through motion style with-

out limitations set by other modalities such as speech, facial expressions

or symbolic gestures. More specifically, instead of a turn-based approach

where behavior is planned over long time spans [95], a model that allows

the behavior to be in a continuous flux is used. First, a general framework

is designed and shown to be feasible with a proof-of-concept system. Then

an extension of the system is presented with more attention given to the

process of authoring the interaction.

4.2 Experiment on continuous bodily interaction

Publication II presents and evaluates a proof-of-concept system that en-

ables bodily interaction between a human and a virtual character. The

idea is to take a basic interaction loop (Fig. 4.1) and to view it as an enac-

tive system. In practice, three aspects of the enactive paradigm [17] are

emphasized. The first aspect is the aim to create interaction containing

a continuously flowing stream of actions instead of a series of discrete ac-

tions. The second aspect is to avoid turn-based action and reaction, but to

have the roles blur together. The third aspect is to enable sense-making

with the interaction, in other words, the interaction should result in in-
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creased understanding of the other party. In Publication II, the technical

implementation of such a system in the context of human motion is ex-

plored, and the nature of the resulting sense-making is evaluated with an

interview of participants trying out the system.

Figure 4.1. A basic loop of continuous interaction between a human and a virtual char-
acter

Figure 4.2. Bodily interaction between a human and a virtual character from Publication
II

The actual setup had a virtual character projected on a large screen

and a human participant wearing a motion capture suit as is shown in

Figure 4.2. The motions of both parties were represented numerically

with two motion descriptors that aim to be abstractions understandable

to humans. The first descriptor was Quantity of Motion (QoM) [13] that is

an estimate of the total amount of movement. The second descriptor was

distance from the imaginary glass wall separating the parties.

Behaviors for the virtual character were created by mapping observed

descriptor values of a human to desired descriptor values of the virtual

character. An example of a single mapping is given in Figure 4.3. In

practice, a user interface was created that has visual representations of

the descriptor spaces for both the human and the virtual character as

is shown in Figure 4.3. Creating a single mapping was done by clicking

related points with a mouse. A fully working behavior rule required that

the descriptor space of the human was evenly covered which means in
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case of two dimensions a minimum of four mappings from the corners of

the input space. Mappings for the intermediate input values were created

by interpolation.

Figure 4.3. Example of an interaction mapping where fast movement of a human at a
close distance (input) makes a virtual character want to perform fast move-
ments at a long distance (output).

To realize the desired descriptor values with an animation, motion syn-

thesis based on a graph [46] was used. The graph contained variedly

performed motions including walking, jumping, and running that were

segmented to approximately one second long clips. Synthesis of the mo-

tions was done automatically by evaluating alternative sequences from

the graph and playing the one that matched best the desired descriptors.

To test the approach, seven volunteers were asked to engage in free in-

teraction with the virtual character. Six different interaction rules were

presented to the participants. Three of the rules were versions of imita-

tion where the QoM of the virtual character was either unrestricted, or

limited to only low values or to only high values. The fourth rule mapped

the QoM of the human to the Distance of the virtual character making

the character back off when the human did motions with high QoM. The

fifth rule inverted the QoM of the human for the virtual character, and

made the character respond by high QoM, for example by jumping and

waving hands, when the human is standing still. The sixth case had the

virtual character perform completely random motions regardless of what

the human did.

Interview of the participants revealed that the interaction rules were

perceived as different attitudes. In particular, taking a step backwards

after fast movement from the human was described as scared behavior.

Also, the participants said that they occasionally imitated the actions of

the virtual character. These observations suggest that the implemented

system did enable enaction between the participants and the virtual char-

acters. However, drawing more detailed conclusions related to the inter-
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action is not possible as the unguided interaction resulted in great varia-

tion between the actions of the participants. This highlights the need for

further development of experiment methodology related to enaction.

From a technical point of view, the proposed framework was satisfactory

as it separates the implementation of the motion synthesis and the mech-

anism for making behavior rules for the virtual character. This allowed

both parts to be developed separately, and to be reused even when one

of parts would be completely replaced. The graph-based motion synthe-

sis introduced at times too much lag which caused the virtual character

to be reacting to old events thus making its behavior incomprehensible.

This highlighted the need to optimize the motion graph [78, 103], and to

include interpolations between parallel motions [83, 32] to enable more

responsive behaviors.

From a point of view of an animator, the method for creating behav-

ior rules was usable, but the range of possible behaviors was limited by

having only two motion descriptors as that is a too simplistic model for

human motion. Also, extending the method to cases with a higher num-

ber of descriptors was seen as potentially problematic as visualizing high

dimensional mappings may not be possible in a user friendly way. These

sides of the framework were developed further in Publication III.

4.3 Authoring expressive interaction

Publication III builds on the framework that enables bodily interaction

between a human and a virtual character, as presented in Publication

II. The range of possible behaviors is expanded by allowing the virtual

character to perform more varied motions, and by adding new numeri-

cal motion descriptors that enable more precise control of the behaviors.

The publication also presents a method for authoring interaction rules

by defining them through recorded actions and reactions, thus solving

several problems related to modeling interaction in a high dimensional

feature space.

In Publication II, the virtual character was restricted to a small volume

visible through a projected display. This restriction was removed in Pub-

lication III and the character was allowed to stand, walk, turn, jump and

generally move around on a flat floor. The motions were synthesized with

the same motion graph based approach as in Publication II. To enable

control of the new behaviors, motion descriptors for turning left/right and
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moving forward/backward were added. Also, a new version of Quantity of

Motion (QoM) called Non-transitional QoM (NtQoM) was introduced that

estimates the energy used for body language or other expressive motions,

disregarding locomotion. Examples of the high and low values of the de-

scriptors are shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Examples of motion descriptors calculated from a single character

The less restricted interaction allowed new types of relationships be-

tween a human and the virtual character. These were represented with

the descriptors for distance between the characters, facing angle, and ap-

proach/retreat as is visualized in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5. Examples of motion descriptors that represent relations between characters

While the new descriptors allowed more precise control of the motion,

they also made creating behavior rules with the mouse driven interface

difficult. The three most pressing problems were the difficulty of concep-

tualizing the numerical values as concrete motions, the combinatorially

increased amount of required mappings per behavior rule, and the in-

creased chance to set descriptor values that are not realizable as a physi-

cally plausible motion. These problems may explain why purely machine

learning based continuous interaction authoring has been proposed before

[39], but systems allowing animators to edit the interaction rules have not

been published. The problems were solved by introducing a new way to

author behavior rules that is based on recorded actions and reactions be-

tween humans such as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. An action and reaction sequence with the red character representing a de-
sired reaction of a virtual character to the action of the cyan character, where
the reaction is to do nothing when the distance is high (A), to turn towards
the other character when distance is low (B), and to turn away when the
other character is aggressive (C).

Creating the behavior rules was done by an animator, who first needed

to identify moments that are good examples of the desired behavior. Then

the animator had to decide which descriptors are relevant in the selected

examples and which may vary freely. After this the system can pick the

values for the descriptors from the motion data, and the rule is ready.

Technically, the rules were implemented with Radial Basis Functions (RBFs)

[12] as they enable interpolation of the scattered data points. A scaling

factor was added to the RBFs to enable adjusting the amount of effect

each dimension has on the results.

The method was shown to work by creating behaviors such as taking

interest in another character, but turning away when the other performs

aggressive motions as in Figure 4.6. Also, a behavior rule that made the

virtual character actively start the interaction was demonstrated. This

shows a definite increase to the range of behaviors compared to the previ-

ous version of the system introduced in Publication II.

The problem of an animator having to conceptualize numerical descrip-

tor values as concrete motions is removed by the new method for author-

ing behaviors as the example motions provide the exact values. The ex-

ample motions also prevent the user from giving physically impossible

combinations of descriptor values. Furthermore, the ability to allow part

of the descriptors vary freely in the behavior rules breaks the curse of di-

mensionality. In other words, the amount of required mappings does not

grow combinatorially in relation to the total number of motion descrip-

tors. It can be concluded that the presented approach, which is between

machine learning and manual authoring, allows creating many expressive

behaviors while still requiring only a small number of example motions.
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4.4 Discussion

A framework for creating a continuous loop of expressive bodily interac-

tion between a virtual character and a human has been presented in this

chapter. Furthermore, the framework has been extended with a method

for authoring interaction rules based on acted example motions. While

the method has been demonstrated with the more unpredictable case of

interaction between a human and a virtual character, the system can also

be used for creating interaction between two virtual characters.

The interviews with participants interacting with the system in Pub-

lication II and the examples of interaction in Publication III show that

the proposed approach can create interactive behaviors interpreted for

example as emotional expressions. However, performing more user ex-

periments could be useful in finding out the full range of possible styles

and determining the usability of the authoring method in practical cases.

Also, an obvious improvement for the framework would be to include the

numerical definitions for natural language based styles of a single char-

acter from Publication V. This would allow working with styles such as

‘aggressive’ and ‘depressed’ instead of more abstract descriptors such as

Quantity of Motion.

The presented evaluations of expressive interaction are less rigorous

than the ones used in case of style perceived from single characters. The

main additional challenge is in repeatability of the interaction as the hu-

man participants are unlikely to act twice in exactly the same way. This

prevents performing similar side-by-side comparisons of virtual charac-

ters as were used in Publication V. It is possible to record the interactions,

and view them later on from a third-person point of view, but this may not

give the same impressions.

Authoring interaction with examples of recorded actions and reactions

is a novel approach in the presented research. While actions and reactions

have been used before [39], the presented approach can be used with less

examples as part of the learned behavior relies on expertise of a human

observer. The approach also enables tweaking the learned behavior if

the example data does not match exactly with the desired behavior. The

method for authoring interaction requires that the used modality allows

continuous interaction, but is not limited to bodily motion. Therefore, the

method could be reused for example in the context of facial expression or

tone of speech.
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Generally speaking, the presented interaction framework emphasizes

tight coupling between a virtual character and a human participant. In

other studies, coupling through bodily motions has been used with the

goal of creating more co-presence and rapport, and thus a more pleasant

interaction [8, 77, 37]. A difference here is that, in the presented work,

negative emotions such as being scared of someone are also considered.

The idea behind this is that coupling and synchronization of movements

may create a sense of co-presence, but whether the felt presence is positive

or negative may also depend on other aspects such as perceived motion

style.

The bodily interaction allowed by the framework is low-level and can

even be described as almost animalistic. While the immediate bodily re-

actions can be seen as a foundation of human behavior, more high-level

behaviors are also needed for building a virtual character that resembles

a real human. A technical step towards this direction would be to allow

varying emotional states which all would have their own interaction rules,

and allowing different behaviors towards different people. Also, an ability

to perform and to recognize culture dependent symbolic gestures would

be expected from an imitation of a real human.

As interaction with a virtual character is often considered to be multi-

modal, merging the proposed bodily interaction framework with existing

multimodal frameworks [95] is needed for building practical applications.

A major difference between the approaches seems to be in planning be-

haviors over time. While the proposed framework takes full benefit of

expressive motion styles by allowing them to vary continuously over time,

other modalities such as spoken utterances or symbolic gestures need to

be given longer blocks of time. Furthermore, a suggested way to enable

continuous interaction with existing multimodal frameworks is to add

support for interrupting a chosen behavior [105]. The interruptions do

not make sense if style is viewed as a continuously changing aspect of

motion. A possible solution could be to have a tight interaction loop in

parallel to a loop that assigns behaviors to modalities requiring longer

blocks of time. This could reduce the frequency of required interruptions

as part of them could be replaced with modulation of the style.
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This dissertation presents two novel methods that start from the capture

of acted motions and produce expressive performances as the final result.

The methods work in the contexts of motion style of a single character

and styles emerging from interaction between characters. By applying

these methods it is possible to produce virtual characters that can inter-

act fluidly while still allowing the expressiveness of their motions to be

controlled. This enables virtual characters to simulate human interaction

more naturally which can be useful in games that contain character devel-

opments. More serious applications include practicing real-life situations

containing emotional interactions between humans.

The results imply that gaining full expressive power of motion style re-

quires treating it as equally important as other modalities such as facial

expressions and speech. Also, artificial limitations such as only consider-

ing emotional styles or controlling styles with mechanisms designed for

less continuous and fluid modalities should be avoided. For animations

of virtual characters, this means that the impact of motion style should

not be limited to modulation of actions only, but the ranges of styles an

action allows should be considered already when selecting the action to be

performed.

The work draws attention to two aspects of motion style that should be

taken into account in design of systems including human motion. The

first is the relative nature of verbal descriptions of styles that can be nu-

merically modeled through comparisons between motions. This allows

the styles to be well defined even when a style of a motion is not intense

enough to be easily described with absolute terms. The second important

aspect of motion style is its continuous and fluid nature over time. This

has impact on the design of multimodal interaction as fluidly changing

style is possible only if a tight interaction loop is built between the parties
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of the interaction.

There are two limitations on the generalizability of the results. The first

is the limited range of considered actions as the main focus has been on

locomotion. The second is that the final version of the bodily interaction

framework was not fully tested with users. Also, it would be always pos-

sible to get more reliable results by having more actors, annotators and

evaluators in the experiments.

In the future, tools for animation of single character motion can be re-

fined by combining the control mechanism presented in this work with

new synthesis methods. The methods could be based on, for example, ex-

trapolation of style differences, algorithmic modifications to motions, and

physics-based simulation of motion. Tools for authoring motion based be-

haviors for interactive characters can also be improved. The presented in-

teraction framework could be extended to allow several emotional states

that appear as different behaviors. Furthermore, allowing different be-

haviors towards different people, and blending the behaviors when facing

a group of people could also make the interaction more realistic. A final

challenge would be to integrate the interaction framework based on bod-

ily motion seamlessly with other expressive modalities such as speech and

facial expressions.
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Errata

Publication I

• At the start of the section 2.2 the text “Neff and Kim state... ” should be

“Neff and Fiume state...”.

• In acknowledgments, the character ä had been dropped out from the

name of Timo Idänheimo.

• In the sentence of the fifth section "A similar ineffectiveness of retiming

motions has been noticed earlier when trying to change the emotional

content of captured motions [12].", the citation should be to Heloir et al.

[6] instead if the [12].
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